NOTES:

An entrance permit is required for all visitors to the park. Visit the park headquarters at the main entrance off HWY 6.

All trails allow hiking and biking unless otherwise indicated. Contour intervals are 10 feet. Trail lengths are in miles. Elevation levels are in feet.

No claims are made as to the accuracy of the data or its suitability in a particular use.

Map compiled by Texas State Parks staff.
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POINTS OF INTEREST (GPS coordinates shown in decimal degrees)

1. JUNIPER RIDGE OVERLOOK
   - 34.102* - 99.7646*
   Enjoy the overlook and watch your step. Too many people went off trail here, which caused erosion.

2. PERMIAN SEA TIDE RIPPLES
   - 34.1100* - 99.7662*
   Tread lightly to preserve these sandstone ripples, left by an ancient sea millions of years ago.

3. THE VIEW OF COPPER BREAKS
   - 34.107* - 99.7467*
   Copper Breaks' ancient geology and rugged beauty are on display at this overlook.

4. PEASE RIVER VALLEY OVERLOOK
   - 34.1039* - 99.7535*
   The expansive view includes the Pease River Valley, Lake Copper Breaks, and Devil's Creek.

5. HISTORIC WINDMILL
   - 34.1179* - 99.7574*
   This historic windmill isn't running, but it once pumped water from a local well.

6. STARWALK SITE
   - 34.1183* - 99.7549*
   Experience StarWalk, a guided tour of the night sky. Check the event schedule at headquarters.
Copper Breaks State Park

Welcome to the Rolling Plains.

Explore the rugged beauty and rich history of Copper Breaks State Park on 10 miles of trails. Challenge yourself on rocky biking trails, choose your own adventure on a network of hiking loops, or take your time and ride the equestrian trails.

STAYING SAFE

KNOW YOUR LIMITS. Prepare for sun and heat. Wear sunscreen, insect repellent and appropriate clothing/hiking shoes.

DRINK PLENTY OF WATER. Your body quickly loses fluids when you’re on the trail. Bring a quart of water per hour of activity.

TELL OTHERS WHERE YOU’LL BE. If possible, avoid exploring alone. Tell someone where you are going and when you plan to return.

WEAR A HELMET WHEN BIKING. Check with park HQ to match the trail to your skill level. Wear a helmet to protect yourself in case of a crash.

WEAR A LIFE JACKET. The law requires that all children under age 13 wear one with adult supervision while boating.

PETITIONALY HARMFUL PLANTS AND ANIMALS LIVE HERE. You’ll see them more easily if you stay on trails.

For assistance using this map, contact the park. For a web version of the map text, visit our Trails Information page.